


A question of 
RELIABILITY

IMPORTATION

Who we are

STORAGE

VT BATTERIES is a specialist battery distributor. 
Since we started in 2012, we have grown with 
our customers and suppliers in a relationship 
based on a few simple values that we strive to 
fulfil daily: RELIABILITY, LOYALTY and QUALITY. 
We aim to transmit those values in each stage 
of our service chain. 

Our experienced staff are clearly orientated 
towards the customers, who will find support 
and a proactive attitude at VT BATTERIES in 
order to solve their battery power needs. 

We have extensive stock to offer in various 
applications requiring custom-made products, in 
a market with growing specialisation in technical 
solutions and different models.
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Offering a 
quality product 
and unbeatable 
customer 
service is in  our 
company’s DNA

Alliances with 
Europe’s best 
manufacturers 
and suppliers.

Extensive stock 
to immediately 
meet every 
demand.



DISTRIBUTION SALES AND POST-SALES

S  

La Solución integral a su logística
Tú produce, vende…. 
El resto lo hacemos nosotros          

C/ Merindad de Cuesta Urria 1 • 09001 Burgos • Tel.: +34 947 298 037  • info@grupogarciacamarero.com • www.grupogarciacamarero.com

16.000 m2
de almacén

La calidad: nuestra mejor virtud
Logística a la carta

Optimizamos sus costes sin renunciar a la calidad 
de un buen servicio, permítanos ser su logístico.
La distancia no supone un problema para nosotros
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National and 
international 
logistics in 
the shortest 
possible time.

Top-quality 
solutions at 
competitive 
prices.



Starting batteries
OUR BRANDS

PRODUCT

Starting batteries are designed to deliver high 
bursts of current in brief periods. Innovations 
in the field of automation make it necessary 
to adapt electrical services to the increasingly 
demanding needs of vehicles with the latest 
technology. 

At VT BATTERIES we have developed various 
brands (including VTPOWER, VTPREMIUM and 
GIGA VULCAN) that group together families 

of products to meet the broad demand of 
the current vehicle population, with starter 
applications in all segments: Start Stop, EFB, 
Asian vehicles, industrial vehicles, etc. 

We handle a wide range of stock to meet our 
customers’ needs by very competitive deadlines, 
guaranteeing quality as a fundamental value of 
our project.
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We put our 
experience in 
the service of 
efficiency to 
exceed your 
expectations



ALMABAT

Starting batteries:
MARKET 
LEADERS
We work with the world’s leading manufacturers 
in the starting sector to be able to offer our 
customers the market’s most important brands in 
the starting segment.

By having these arrangements in place, we have the 
most suitable product available in different brands 
to serve users who demand not only quality, but 
also a specific model and product.
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We work 
with the best 
brands to 
achieve the 
best possible 
product for 
each need

Desde 1963, especializados 
en la producción y comercialización 
de baterías automotrices e industriales.

www.almabat.ma

PRODUCT



Europe's largest independent importer of secondary batteries

hefra.nl(+31) 610 632 567
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Industrial batteries:
STATIONARY 
APPLICATIONS
Stationary batteries are designed for applications 
that include fire-alarm systems, emergency 
lighting, uninterrupted power supply systems, 
telecommunications and renewable-energy 
accumulation.

These stationary applications are constantly being 
charged to offset the loss of capacity through 
self-discharge, and are built to withstand sporadic 
deep discharges. 
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Standard AGM 10-year AGM
Deep-cycle AGM

Front-terminal 
AGM Gel

The quality of 
our battery 
portfolio is 
a guarantee 
for all our 
customers.

PRODUCT



VT Batteries is the official 
distributor in the Iberian 
Peninsula for the Q Batteries 
brand, a benchmark in 
terms of its quality and 
product range for industrial 
solutions.  

S  
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OPZS OGI

OPZV Lead-acid



Industrial batteries:
TRACTION AND 
SEMI-TRACTION
Traction and semi-traction batteries are primarily 
made to supply power to electric vehicles 
such as forklifts, electric stackers, golf carts or 
wheelchairs.

These solutions have been designed to supply 
relatively low amounts of current for long 
periods, while withstanding a high number of 
deep charging and discharging cycles. 
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Our 
commitment 
is to offer you 
the product 
you need, 
when you 
need it

AGM

Lead-acid

Dual-purpose 

Gel

PZS-PZB elements and 
complete batteries

 Lithium

PRODUCT
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Chargers, 
starters and accessories

At VT Batteries we also 
have a wide range of 
chargers, starters and 
accessories. 

Our customers can choose 
from a variety of chargers 
with the appropriate 
charging curve for each 
battery type.



VT BATTERIES, S.L.
Merindad de Cuesta Urría, 1. 09001 Burgos (España)

Tel. +34 947 070 021 - pedidos@vtpower.es

www.vtpower.es
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